
Message – Sunday July 26 Parable Power – John Duntley  
 
Today’s scripture verses from Matthew chapter 13 give us several examples of the power of 

parables that Jesus used so often in sharing important values through story. We just heard today’s 

scripture share several messages about heaven, comparing it to the tiniest of mustard seeds 

becoming a giant tree in a beautiful garden, the smallest amount of yeast mixing with sixty pounds 

of flour to raise into many loaves of bread, a farmer finding a treasure in the field which compelled 

him to re- bury it and sell all he had to buy the land, a wealthy merchant finding a valuable pearl 

that compelled him to buy it with all he had and finally the parable of the fishing net that foretold 

how judgement day would come with good fish being saved and bad fish cast aside in a furnace. 

Whether a short sentence or two or a longer story, Jesus was a master at weaving a moral message 

into the simplest of stories. It you explore your Bible, which I encourage you to do, you will find 

many parables in the books of Matthew, Mark and Luke. In scanning these three gospels I found 

eleven in Matthew, three in Mark and six in Luke with some being repeated in all three and I likely 

missed a few. While the parables often tell earthly, everyday stories, their meaning translates to 

more profound moral lessons that were being conveyed by Jesus to his disciples and to the public. 

He explains this earlier in Matthew 13 when the purpose of the parables is shared with his trusted 

followers.  

 

(Matthew 13:10-17 CEB) Why Jesus speaks in parables 

 10 Jesus’ disciples came and said to him, “Why do you use parables when 

 you speak to the crowds?” 11 Jesus replied, “Because they haven’t received the secrets of the kingdom of 

 heaven, but you have. 12 For those who have will receive more and they will have more than enough. But as 

 for those who don’t have, even the little they have will be taken away from them. 13 This is why I speak to 

 the crowds in parables: although they see, they don’t really see; and although they hear, they don’t really hear 

 or understand. 14 What Isaiah prophesied has become completely true for them: You will hear, to be sure, 

 but never understand; and you will certainly see but never recognize what you are seeing. 15 For this people’s 

 senses have become calloused, and they’ve become hard of hearing, and they’ve shut their eyes 

 so that they won’t see with their eyes or hear with their ears or understand with their minds,  



 and change their hearts and lives that I may heal them.[a] 16 “Happy are your eyes because they see. Happy 

 are your ears because they hear. 17 I assure you that many prophets and righteous people wanted to see what 

 you see and hear what you hear, but they didn’t.  

 

It appears that Jesus believed that his disciples who were being groomed to share his words around 

the world of their day truly were special, that they had faithful, unwavering belief and that they 

could understand, see and hear, the meaning of his parable lessons in a manner that the general 

public just may not conceive or understand. They had the understanding to convince others to 

believe in Christ. At the time Jesus was telling these stories, some of the public were able to witness 

some of the miraculous events that Jesus enacted like the feeding of five thousands with a loaf of 

bread, the filling of fishing nets for beleaguered fishermen or the many healings of terribly ill, blind 

or even the dead. So, while few would witness these acts, many could hear about them or even 

more could hear the simple parables retold. For many, the basic images of the parables may have 

been memorable and meaningful but when the disciples may have translated a further moral 

meaning they could be even more impactful to retell and perhaps gain believers. Now, a couple of 

thousand years later we have the benefit of further understanding of the path of Jesus’ life, the 

work of his disciples as well as their selected writings and letters that make up our Bible. We have 

all heard throughout our lives about the many miracles attributed to Jesus, his sacrifice on the cross 

for our sake and of course, many of the parables have been anchored in our memory from Sunday 

school to children’s story books. In my own career as a YMCA camp leader I recall many campfire 

stories that were outdoor, contemporary versions of many of the parables that would stick 

memorably in young minds and connect with them.  

 

Since we have had the benefit of understanding and believing in Jesus, we should be able to 

incorporate parables in a knowledgeable and meaningful way, similar to the way the disciples may 

have. We should be able to find lessons that translate into our modern world and way of life. In 

fact, there is even a parable for that:  

 

A Lamp on a Stand (Luke 8:16-18) 

 16 “No one lights a lamp and hides it in a clay jar or puts it under a bed. Instead, they put it on a stand, 



 so that those who come in can see the light. 17 For there is nothing hidden that will not be disclosed, and 

 nothing concealed that will not be known or brought out into the open. 18 Therefore consider carefully how 

 you listen. Whoever has will be given more; whoever does not have, even what they think they have will be 

 taken from them.”  

 

This seems to tell us that truth will become visible and apparent. It reminds us to believe fully and 

practice our faith openly. If we try to hide the truth it will become known. If we listen carefully to 

the parables or to others speaking we will find truth and understanding in what they share, that 

trusting in the truth will be rewarded. We can all grow from listening to others and to others 

experiences.  

 

Take the Parable of the Mustard Seed, which is a perfect example of one we have heard for 

years; (Matthew 13:31-32) “  

 31 He told them another parable: “The kingdom of heaven  

 is like a mustard seed, which a man took and planted in his field. 32 Though it is the smallest  

 of all seeds, yet when it grows, it is the largest of garden plants and becomes a tree, so that  

 the birds come and perch in its branches.”  

 

As we go through life we have a small idea of what heaven may hold, what it may be like. This 

parable tells us that now matter how small that idea may have been in our minds, like the tiny 

mustard seed that grows to become a beautiful tree that birds of all types come to perch upon, 

heaven has bountiful beauty for us to experience. I think similarly, as this parable is heard, we can 

think of our own life experiences and those of our loved ones. We all start out as the smallest of  

individuals, but we can grow in so many different ways to become beautiful, incredible  

people. Each of us may mature into a different tree that holds special talent, maybe caring  

or empathy or mechanical skill or athleticism or friendship or wisdom. This simple story can  

compel us to look openly at each other and expect generous understanding. When we  

share Jesus’ love in even the smallest way it can grow and blossom in people’s lives and  

who knows what might happen. From the littlest of expectations can come the greatest of  



things.  

 

Today’s parable of the farmer finding treasure or the wealthy merchant finding an exquisite  

pearl are also stories that Jesus told to illustrate that seeking a seat in heaven is as valuable  

as finding buried treasure in a field or a valuable pearl in an oyster. In both these stories  

the finder hid the valuable object and proceeded to use all their worldly resources to buy the land 

or buy the pearl. Those objects were more valuable and desired than any other  

possessions, much the same, our quest to reach heaven should compel us to serve, to love  

others to be faithful to God above all other worldly items to achieve that goal. How valuable  

is that?  

 

This parable may also inform us that by looking for “treasure” we may find it in our family,  

with other people or with our daily life experiences that reveal right in front of our eyes  

something extremely valuable that we should hold on to and be grateful for. It may be a life  

partner that is dear to us or it may be a blessing that serves us like freedom or health.  

These two “treasures” have been at the forefront of many of our lives for the past five  

months of corona virus measures. We have all stayed home, socially distanced, masked up  

and strived to stay healthy. Even now as businesses and church begins to reopen we are  

stepping up sanitation and reducing attendance to safeguard the health of ourselves and our  

neighbors. Hopefully you have not foregone other health matters to stay isolated from  

Covid, even though data indicates that hospital visits have dropped for heart, stroke and  

other common ailments along with elective surgeries. Be sure that you honor all aspects of  

your health, physical and emotional.  

 

We have also witnessed unprecedented social unrest in the past month or two. Perhaps this  

is a signal of a pearl or treasure that needs to be unburied or polished. When Jesus recited  

that we ‘may see but not really see and hear but not really hear or understand’ we should  

take that warning to heart and endeavor to see and hear what many in our communities are  

experiencing, or maybe not being able to experience because of barriers or poverty or  

racism. If you recall a few weeks back one of the Black Lives Matter stands was spoken by  



NASCAR where the Confederate flag was banned and at the racing garage of the only black  

driver, Bubba Wallace, a noose was discovered that inspired the entire field of NASCAR  

drivers to come to his side in support. While this was a positive, rallying moment for many,  

for others it was also a repeat of the same type of oppression. In exploring a little more  

about NASCAR, something that I know very little about, but have also marveled that it is  

one of the largest spectator sports on the planet, I came across the story of Willy T, Willy T  

Ribbs.  

 

Willy T is an African American race car driver that was a champion driver in Europe, had a  

tough go of acceptance in NASCAR but eventually became the first African American driver  

to qualify and race in the Indianapolis 500. His path was not at all easy and he had to  

hurdle many unnecessary barriers. Willy T is now in his mid-60s and the documentary on  

Netflix that follows his career is both maddening and inspiring. As a teen Willy T wanted to  

be a race car driver while his father and grandfather were opposed and wanted him to  

practice the family automotive repair and race engine business that they had built in  

California. Instead of attending college, Willy T chased his dream to Europe and succeeded  

in driving in a Formula 4 circuit race team and won many races only to reach a barrier in not  

finding a sponsor that would fund him in the next level of formula racing. Back in California  

building engines he was sought out by a NASCAR team owner who knew his ability and  

invited him to drive again which he did well and successfully for a time, gaining a reputation  

as the Muhammed Ali or Jackie Robinson of car racing. But, as he advanced to higher profile  

races he was met with hostile crowds and mysterious engine failures in pivotal races more  

than once and even a rare bump from another car that ended a final winning lap run in one  

race. His dream was to drive in the Indy 500 but again, even though he was a winning  

driver, he had a difficult time finding an owner open enough to sponsor him. Eventually he  

found that owner who had a similar dream and the bank account to make it happen and in  

the ultra-competitive Indy 500 qualifying trials, it took the full three trials and multiple  

engine failures to qualify as one of the 33 cars in the 1991 Indy 500. When he was waved  

with the checkered flag upon qualifying the entire pit row area stepped out on the driving  

ramp to applaud, high five and congratulate the first African American Indy driver. While he  



did not go on to win the race, for Willy T, making the cut, being acknowledged and driving  

was a huge win alone and one that is historical in the racing world. Most of us would likely  

have stopped the struggle many years back but Willy T had the tenacity to overcome  

countless seen and unseen barriers. This being the experience of a very successful black  

man, what might the experience of thousands of other young black or Latino or Asian men  

or women be like that are trying to get into college, or find a job or be respected in the  

community? We could all do well to consider how a couple of open-minded race car owners  

accepted and supported Willy T. We all need to seek to be a community of open minded,  

accepting and supportive people willing to stand up for others. We need to continue to  

strive to see what is there to see and hear and understand what others are speaking about.  

As John Wesley always preached, “Do all the good you can, By all the means you can, In all  

the ways you can, In all the places you can, At all the times you can, To all the people you  

can, As long as ever you can.”  

 

Finally, today’s Parable of the Net is a rather stark and even frightening story of doing all  

the good things you can to get to heaven. It speaks of a “judgement day” where “good”  

fish or people will be able to be saved and the “bad” fish or people are thrown away, into a  

blazing furnace or fire.  

 

The Parable of the Net (Matthew 13:47-50)  

 47 “Once again, the kingdom of heaven is like a net that was let down into the lake and caught all kinds of 

 fish. 48 When it was full, the fishermen pulled it up on the shore. Then they sat down and collected the good 

 fish in baskets, but threw the bad away. 49 This is how it will be at the end of the age. The angels will come 

 and separate the wicked from the righteous 50 and throw them into the blazing furnace, where there will be 

 weeping and gnashing of teeth.  

 

A bit of a graphic parable but a strong moral message about our being righteous, of leading  

a just life, doing right by God and by our neighbors. It may also be an opportunity for us to  

help raise and cultivate more good fish. There is hopefully little reason for there to be all  



that many bad fish to discard. Instead, let us all strive to raise, encourage and support our  

community to all do good by each other.  

 

To assure us we are all in this together, the United Methodist Church is launching a special  

effort this year that seeks to bring all communities together while there are so many  

messages that separate people. The People of God campaign is a celebration of the core  

values that connect the people of The United Methodist Church. We are faithful,  

missional, justice-seeking, spirit-filled, deeply rooted, connected, resilient and  

diverse people of God. No matter what, God is with us, and we continue to have  

opportunities to make disciples of Jesus Christ for the transformation the world! Let us  

move forward as People of God together.  

 


